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Topic:  All About Me  
Dimensions : 
Dynamics: begin to explore, loud, quiet and silence with vocal sounds 
Timbre:  explore and respond to a range of sounds and select a sound-
maker to create an effect. 
Skill Focus: Singing. Using voice expressively to sing familiar rhymes and  
songs.  
Links: Whole School celebration:  Harvest songs 

Topic:  Tell me a tale 
Dimensions:  
Pitch:  identify and respond to a high or low sound and make my own high 
or low sound. 
Tempo. listen to music with a steady beat, keep the beat using body action 
Skill Focus: Singing. Sing familiar songs and rhymes. Adding sound effects 
to songs about traditional tales:  Gingerbread man:  keep a steady beat 
during chant. Golilocks andThree Bears:  high middle low voices for bears 

Topic:  New Life /Farms 
Dimensions:  
Duration:  identify and respond to long and short sounds and make 
my own long or short sound. 
Timbre:  choose an instrumental sound to create an effect 
Skill Focus:  Playing.  Exploring ways to make long and short sounds 
Adding long and short sounds to accompany story. 

Topic:  Old and New Toys  
Dimensions:  
Dynamics begin to explore loud, quiet and silence with sound makers 
Timbre -  explore and respond to a range of sounds and select sound 
maker to create effect  
Skill focus:  playing:  Explore ways to play classroom percussion 
instruments. Create sound effect for toys.   
 Links:. Harvest Celebration  Christmas Nativity  Forest School  

Topic:  Tell me a tale 
Dimensions: 
Tempo fast and slow sounds.  
Skill Focus: Playing: explore how to make fast and slow sounds with 
classroom percussion.  Make junk instruments. Make fast and slow sounds to 
accompany story.   
Links: Chinese New Year,  Pots of Care and Easter Celebrations Forest 
School 

Topic: Travel Holidays 
Dimensions: 
Structure:  distinguish between same and different. 
Texture:  identify if there is one sound or many. 
Skill Focus:  Singing.  Singing with or without an accompaniment.  
Keeping a steady beat to accompany holiday song. Identifying what 
is same/ different in familiar songs.  Create seaside soundscape.  
Links: special events at end of term.  Forest School 
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HMS:  Voice  (Topic:  Food Glorious Food ;  All about  Calmore) 
Dimensions:   
Duration:  patterns of long and short sounds and steady beats 
Timbre:  begin to identify vocal timbre 
Singing /playing:   sing in time with others, make up and sing or play my 
own music, breathe at the end of a phrase, keep a steady beat and keep a 
rhythm pattern going 
Links:  See musical opportunities for topic. Class Assmbly whole 
school singing opporunities: Harvest Celebration and Christmas 
Perforances 

HMS:  Samba  (Topic:  Victorians;   Florence and Mary Secale ) 
Dimensions:  
Pitch:   high middle and low sounds 
Dynamics:  loud, moderate, quiet / silence 
Tempo:  Explore, respond to, recognise and identify fast, moderate and slow 
Singing / playing:  sing and play matching pitch accurately, make up and 
play my own music know the names of instruments and recognise changes 
of tempo and dynamic 
Links:  See musical opportunities for topic and special events. Whole 
school singing. opportunities: Pots of Care and Easter Celebrations 

HMS: Tuned Percussion (Growing & Changing; Seaside 
Holidays) 
Dimensions:  
Texture: solo sounds and layers of sounds (identify different voices)  
Structure:  simple structures including openings and endings (AB) 
beg-middle-end and echoes and response 
Singing / playing:  play with correct technique, perform melodic 
patterns  from memory and make up and play own music, identify 
other related instruments and recognise repeated sections in music     
Links:  See musical opporunities for topic and special events 
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HMS Voice    ;    Neil Armstrong) 
Dimensions: 
Duration:   recognise, respond to and distinguish between steady beat 
and rhythm pattern 
Timbre:  identify and chose the way sounds are made and can be used 
Singing / playing:  Identify different voices and sing in 2 parts, breathe 
at the end of a phrase, make up and sing or play my own music and keep 
a steady beat or rhythm going 
Links:  See musical opportunities for topic and special events. Class 
Assmbly  Whole Whole school 
singing opporunities: Harvest Celebration and Christmas Perforances 

HMS: Samba  (Topic:  Great Fire of London;   New Forest) 
Dimensions:  
Pitch:  respond to, recognise and identify higher and lower sounds and the 
general shape of melodies and begin to explore different scale patterns 
Dynamics:  respond to, recognise and identify getting louder and quieter 
Tempo:  respond to, recognise and identify getting faster and slower 
Singing / playing:  Know the names of instruments and identfy other 
related instruments, sing and play matching pitch accurately, sing or play 
my own music, recognise changes of tempo and dynamic, keep a steady beat 
and play a rhythm pattern 
Links:  See musical opportunities for topic and special events . Fire Fire! 
Whole school singing. opportunities: Pots of Care and Easter 
Celebrations 

HMS: Tuned Percussion  (Topic:  Uganda;  Castles) 
Dimensions: 
Texture:  respond to and begin to recognise and use different layers 
including accompaniments 
Structure respond and begin to recognise and identify a range of 
repetition and contrast structures:  Q & A, verse and chorus, ABA 
Singing / playing  Play with correct technique, perform melodic 
patterns accurately from memory, identify other related instruments 
and understand solo, unison and ensemble and make up and play 
my own music and recongise repeated section in music played, 
created and understood 
Links:  See musical opporunities for topic and special events 
(Uganda Day). Leavers Assembly  
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